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11.-12. March 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

Annual meeting point for small game management and research. 

We at Inland Norway University of Applied Sciences has for several years conducted a small game 

seminar at our campus Evenstad. This has been one of the few meeting points in Norway where 

managers and researchers meet for knowledge sharing. Evenstad has a long tradition of research and 

dissemination of knowledge related to small game. The small game seminar at Evenstad has so far had 

the main focus on the Norwegian participants. A few years back, Evenstad initiated an international 

network for small game management (Grouse monitoring network). This network has meet regularly 

to share knowledge and experience between researchers and managers. Now we want to develop the 

small game seminar together with the international network. Our aim is to gather managers and 

researchers to be able co-operate and share knowledge across borders. At this first seminar we want 

to invite managers and researchers from the Nordic countries and some additional countries.  

We therefor want to invite you to participate at our first seminar at Evenstad 11. & 12. March 2020. 

The final content of the seminar will be sent out later, but we want you to set aside the dates if you 

want to participate in this first gathering. We will set some main themes, but encourage all the 

organization to come up with topics they want to address to the seminar. 

It is also envisaged that participants can extend their visit to hold meetings between participants in 

internal networks, ongoing projects etc. 

We have some accommodation at our campus, depending on how many participants there will be, we 

aim to host most participants on campus. The seminar will be from lunch to lunch 11-12 March. In the 

evening the 11. there will be a joint dinner. 

We hope to see you there! 

For registration and questions please contact: Marius Kjønsberg 

Mail: Marius.kjonsberg@inn.no Phone: +47 909 19 903 

 

Best regards 

Maria H. Willebrand 

 

To get here: Googlemap link: Evenstad. From southern Norway and Sweden it is easiest to either use 

car or train. From further away - plane to Oslo airport Gardermoen and train to Evenstad  (2,5 h). 

mailto:Marius.kjonsberg@inn.no
https://www.google.no/maps/place/H%C3%B8gskolen+i+Innlandet,+studiested+Evenstad/@61.4254617,11.075894,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x466a45e533b1733f:0x17020bab2fd52bb3!8m2!3d61.4254592!4d11.078088?hl=no&authuser=1

